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ProtocolX is a large-scale ecosystem that seeks to serve as the future of decen-
tralized finance. Having one basic formula or business model in a protocol allows 
for significant failure points, often relying on only one avenue for growth and de-
velopment. ProtocolX brings new elements to DeFi by implementing an ever de-
veloping, expanding, and growing ecosystem that all feeds into each other. 

ProtocolX is located on the Binance Smart Chain, utilizing a strong and unique 
token (PTX) that has the ability to enhance (ePTX) and engage with various parts 
of the ecosystem. The PTX is the fundamental token of the entire ecosystem and 
has both direct and indirect ties to every aspect of ProtocolX. 

A separate token (XSWAP) will be utilized as a farm token (5B supply distributed 
per year / 50B max circulating token supply). $XSWAP will be the native token 
of our own Decentralized Exchange and will utilize farming/staking to distribute 
the supply. ProtocolX is developing and integrating a professionally developed 
decentralized exchange (DEX), introducing staking, liquidity farming, vaults, and 
a uniquely developed tokenomics exchange platform.

XShares are NFTs that utilize revenue generated from within the protocol to dis-
tribute to those who own these NFTs. By utilizing a high-level developed contract 
combined with tokenomics that bring in revenue from inside and outside of Pro-
tocolX, XShare NFTs are the answer to a revolutionary DeFi passive income 
stream.

The Future of
Decentralized
Finance is Here



How it all works

PTX and ePTX
$PTX is the fundamental token of ProtocolX. PTX is strategically developed to 
facilitate interaction and growth of the protocol. PTX has a buy and sales fee 
associated with it, with a 4% buy and 8% sales fee. 

Enhanced PTX (ePTX) is a token representation of enhancing PTX to allow it to 
be utilized for all aspects of the ecosystem. ePTX can be staked to earn daily 
rewards, utilized directly with the XSWAP and XLottery, and otherwise designed 
to promote growth of the ecosystem.  

SEM (Sustainable Emissions Model)
The SEM is an unique and intricate aspect of ePTX. By enhancing PTX to ePTX, 
you begin to accumulate additional ePTX (similar to a staking mechanism). The 
staking APR begins at 1.77% daily, and APR will decrease by 10% each month. This 
will continue each month for 12 events, ending with a fixed .5% daily yield rate of 
ePTX. 

What do we mean by this? While it is not a classical “halving” in the sense of daily 
yield reduced by 50%, it is a means of reducing emissions rate over time in a 
structured and predictable way to maintain the protocol's growth. 
Historically speaking, these emissions models to promote sustainability have 
inspired genuine growth in market cap and token price.

Long-term sustainability and transparency are a priority for ProtocolX.

As reductions in increasing supply of ePTX are implemented, the more the 
positive price action variables can push the token price action.

While we are not BTC and certainly have different tokenomic variables, the 
economic theory of reducing minted token yield is sound and proven in finance. 

1st halving 2nd halving 3rd halving



PUSD

PUSD is an algorithmic token that is 100% backed by BUSD. This means that it is 
effectively designed to only appreciate in value over time. 

You can purchase PUSD by simply sending BNB directly to the contract address, and it 
will exchange your BNB for PUSD. To sell PUSD, you just have to send PUSD to yourself. 
There will be a button on the dApp to buy/sell PUSD very simply. 

PUSD will be distributed with the XShare revenue pools and will be incorporated with 
various aspects of the protocol. 

PUSD has a 2% buy / 2% sale / 2% transfer tax. 100% of the taxes are utilized to burn the 
token and bolster the algorithmic price appreciation mechanics.

PUSD Buy/Sale Example

Buy example: 

There are 1000 PUSD in circulation, resulting 
in $1000 BUSD in backing so the current price 
is 1000/1000 = $1

Person A buys PUSD for $1000

There is a buy tax of 2% which goes to the 
backing of PUSD. 

The smart contract mints $1000 * 0.98 = 980 
PUSD 

Person A receives 980 PUSD, resulting in 1980 
PUSD in circulation now with a BUSD backing 
of $2000

New price is 2000/1980 = $ 1.0101. 

Simply put:

When you buy:
You’re putting BNB in and receiving PUSD 
(98% of what you’re getting, due to a 2% tax). 
Let’s use dollars because BNB is a little 
confusing:

$1000 goes in, the contract mints exactly 980 
tokens (1000 - 2%), so now the backing has 

$2000 in it and a total of 1980 tokens in 
circulation.

Pre Buy:
$1000/1000 PUSD = $1.00

Post-Buy
$2000/1980 PUSD = $1.0101

Sell example: 

There is 1980 PUSD in circulation with $2000 
backing and a price of $1.0101. 

There is a sales tax of 2% that goes to the 
backing of the protocol. 

Person B sells 750 PUSD and receives: (750 
PUSD * $1.0101 * 0.98) = $742.42 

The 750 PUSD is completely burned by the 
smart contract. 

New supply is 1980 - 750 = 1230 PUSD 
-The new backing is $2000 - $742.42 = 
$1257.58 

The new price of PUSD is $1257.58 / 1230 = 
$1.0224

Simply put:

When you sell: 
You sell 750 PUSD and receiving BNB (750 - 
2% tax) 

(In BUSD): You receive: (750 * $1.0101 * .98) = 
$742.42

The contract burns the 750 PUSD sold, 
reducing the total supply to 1230 1980 - 750)

New price = Backed $ Amount / current 
supply = $1257.58 / 1230 = $1.0224



XShare

The first genuine passive income NFTs that do not rely on new investors to continue to 
give a yield. 

Owning a ProtocolX NFT (XShare) is your direct share of the company's revenue stream. 
The XShare pool will be distributed to owners in real time, simply requiring you to claim 
your accumulated rewards. 

XShare’s earn revenue from a defined portion of the buy and sales fees from the PTX 
token and receive a portion of profits from trading bots (100% of all revenue received 
from the NFT mints get invested into specially designed trading bots that goes back 
into the ProtocolX ecosystem entirely). 

XShares pay out in PUSD (an algorithmic token that is 100% backed by BUSD, 
effectively designed to only appreciate in value).

NFT Doors (XShare)

Wanderer Passage
623 Total available
Defined proportional rate of XSHARE revenue pool
Cannot be upgraded to other tiers. 
Reserved for the Wanderers from “BigFoot” 

Common Passage 
5000 Total available. 
1BNB each. 
Base proportional rate of XSHARE revenue pool.
Base passive income NFT.
Base NFT burnt when upgraded.

Uncommon Passage
1500 Total available. 
Upgradable with XKEYS. 
PTX to exchange for an upgraded NFT. (Price TBA)
Upgraded proportional XSHARE revenue pool rate. 
Tier 2 passive income NFT. 
NFT burnt when upgraded. 
 
Rare Passage
400 Total available. 
Upgradable with XKEYS. 
PTX to exchange for an upgraded NFT. (Price TBA)
Upgraded proportional XSHARE revenue pool rate. 
Tier 3 passive income NFT. 

Legendary Passage
100 Total Exclusive NFTs. 
Only provided for defined events. 
Highest proportional XSHARE revenue pool rate.
Eligible for bonus AirDrops over time.
Governance tokens for voting rights (equal voice as any team member). 
 



XLottery

Farming and Staking

Trading Bot Sustainability Mechanism

XLottery is automatically drawn and relaunched weekly via the introduction of a 
Lottery Proxy Generator.

XKeys are utilized to burn ePTX for Lottery Tickets.

XLottery is funded by the XSWAP fees, with 0.08% of fees going directly to the 
active Proxy Lottery. 

XSWAP has the capabilities to implement liquidity farms, staking, and vaults for 
ePTX and $XSWAP. 

Farm token (XSWAP) with a variable APR to coincide with emission rates of this 
token.

Integration of vaults, bonds, and additional features to create more utility for all 
tokens within ProtocolX.

ProtocolX seeks to implement a system that is totally sustained by outside 
revenue sources. 

Partnering with the EGO Team’s self-developed trading bot gives ProtocolX the 
resources to achieve this sustainability in emissions and all protocol expenses. 

Several well-designed and researched trading bot strategies are utilized to 
facilitate the best chance of growth over time.

 

XKeys are ProtocolX’s direct link to XShares and XLottery, allowing even those 
who do not want to mint their own XShare NFT to benefit from the ecosystem.
 
XKeys will be obtained by exchanging ePTX, effectively burning the ePTX in 
exchange for XKeys. 

XKeys will give the user access to the XLottery.

XKeys 



Sell Fees: 8%
2% to Burn PTX
2% to Treasury
(In BNB)
4% to XShare

Buy Fees: 4%
3% Burn PTX
1% Treasury
(In PTX)

X-SWAP (ProtocolX DEX)

XSWAP is a uniquely and strategically designed decentralized exchange for the 
utilization of DeFi protocols and to host various farming, staking, locking, and 
other mechanics within ProtocolX.

Governance token: $XSWAP

Tokenomics: 
Allocations 0.17% to the LP to pay Liquidity Providers
Allocates 0.08% to the current XLottery Proxy as the reward pot. 

The ProtocolX Treasury will be invested in various DeFi protocols with varying 
levels of risk in addition to being reinvested directly into the ProtocolX parent 
company to maintain the everlasting growth of the protocol. 

Profits generated from the ProtocolX treasury investments are reinvested back 
into the treasury, utilized for buybacks/burned, and used directly to facilitate 
additional growth of the protocol. 

Treasury of PTX

Keeping the token and protocol growing:

Allowing the token to have positive price action pressure is very important to 
the long-term demand aspects of the protocol. 

ProtocolX will attempt to solve price stability conflict via multiple means: 

Reasonable Buy/Sale fees that support the token and protocol
Tokenomic token burns.
Sustainable Emissions Model (SEM) 
Trading Bot Sustainability Mechanism
Integrating ProtocolX into a bigger system that will promote multiple demand 
windows over time
Custom developed LMS
Investments involving DeFi and real-world strategies. 

Tokenomics of PTX



Develop and implement Protocol X 
contract 

Develop ePTX, PTX & X share 
dApp/Dashboard 

Develop X-Swap & Establish 
partnerships

Publish official White-paper 

Develop and Launch initial 
website/dApps

PR Marketing 
(YouTube/Twitter/etc.) 

Wandering Passage Airdrop

Q3 2022

Expanding the ProtocolX 
Ecosystem 

Introducing gamification systems 
to X-Shares/ePTX

Integration of NFT Marketplace 
with Protocol X 

Hosting pre-sales/launches with 
DEX 

Development of additional 
farm/staking pairs on ProtocolX 
dApp

Exploration of Decentralised 
Streaming Services

Q4 2022 - Beyond

Website and dApp rebranding and 
restructure 

Implementation of ePTX
Creation, development, and launch 
of base X Share

Launch of pUSD (Stable coin)   

Launch of X-Swap DEX

Introduce farming for X-SWAP, 
pUSD & ePTX 

Release X-Keys Unique Lottery 
system 

Explore sports/table betting 
application 

Expanding release of Un-Common 
& Rare X Shares

ProtocolX Live

Roadmap



FAQ

How does PTX receive a daily reward? 

-PTX is not a classical rebase token or rebase protocol. In order to begin earning a daily yield, 
you will be required to purchase PTX and then “enhance” the token to ePTX within our dApp.

How do I enhance my PTX?

Enhancing your PTX allows you to engage with the totality of the ProtocolX ecosystem. You can 
exchange your PTX for ePTX at a 1:1 value by going to our “Enhanced” dApp and exchanging 
PTX for ePTX. You can always exchange your ePTX back for PTX at any point. 

How will you burn tokens?

ProtocolX will implement token burns by various mechanisms. A defined portion of all buy and 
sales fees directly burn PTX tokens. Additionally, the exchange to XKEYs and strategic buyback 
and burns from outside revenue sources will be utilized. 

How can you help the token price be sustainable? 

Sustainability of the protocol is a high priority to our team. By implementing efficient contracts, 
a well-integrated ecosystem, a custom developed Liquidity Management System, the 
revolutionary SEM system, and a variety of ways to encourage token burns, ProtocolX seeks to 
continue to inspire growth and development of every aspect of the protocol. 

What is the benefit of having a XShare NFT?

XShare NFTs are revolutionary for passive income in DeFi. By utilizing revenue generated from 
within and from external sources, XShare NFTs are a system designed to provide passive income 
that will survive the test of time. This unique development has a reasonable cost to mint and 
provides yield in PUSD (an algorithmic token backed 100% by BUSD). XShares are an element 
of the protocol that is designed to appeal to a broader audience and to those who are actively 
engaged with the other elements of ProtocolX. 

How is your DEX different than others?

We have elected to build a decentralized exchange that is designed to further the growth of 
ProtocolX and DeFi in general. Any token that is listed on our swap will have to first go through 
a vetting process, including a KYC by our official partner at Assure DeFi. We will implement a 
variety of unique farming, staking, vaults, and bond opportunities for consumers to engage 
with. By focusing on utilizing XSWAP as a means to bolster the growth of the protocol rather 
than considering it a “revenue stream”, we differentiate ourselves from the rest. 

How do I begin? 

Getting involved in ProtocolX is quite simple! Ensure you are connected to the Binance Smart 
Chain, our contract address on PancakeSwap/Bogged Finance, set your slippage to (6%) for 
buys and (10%) for sales to account for the buy/sale fees and the price impact of the DEX, and 
you’re all set! From there, enter our dApp and exchange your PTX to ePTX, giving you even 
more access to the ecosystem as a whole. 



Links

Follow us on twitter 
@ProtocolX

https://discord.gg/protocolX

Join our community
on Discord

Website 

dApp  

Medium 

DexScreener 

Telegram

Reddit

Assure KYC

 



Our Team

Neal (Shiblord) - Founder/CEO
Neal is originally from Pennsylvania, but now lives in Texas. Neal joined the US Marine Corps after high school, serving roles as an 

infantry squad leader and a humanitarian specialist. After military service, Neal obtained his Bachelor's degree in Economics from 

Penn State University. Neal began his interest in cryptocurrency in 2018, dipping his feet in the waters of mainstream crypto. In 

May of 2022, Neal moved to crypto as a full time career, leading and managing several DeFi protocols on multiple blockchains. 

Neal values his time with those he cares about, his health, and always seeks to bring the most to every environment he’s involved 

in, both personally and professionally.

Brandon (Bran) - Community Manager
I'm a full time crypto enthusiast and have specialised in Community management, moderation and overall project advising for over 

a year, I first developed my interest in crypto early 2020 and have been committed to growing, building and expanding in the 

space since, after adopting early blue chips I then found the world of DeFi in late 2020 and have been committed to the space 

since. I'm a very active person and always looking to expand my skill set to perform to the best of my ability and will be taking the 

core duties of Community management and overall project development at Protocol X and will ensure that I put my all into being 

able to grow the project and community. Never settle for less.

Jack (Crypto Kruelty) - Administration Manager
Hey there. My name is Jack. I am 34 years old. I'm a single father. I got into DeFi in early 2021, and have invested in many projects 

since. Some good, and some bad. This has given me insight on spotting bad actors in the space and protecting others from 

making uninformed choices. I became a Senior Moderator in the first project I invested in (SFM) and this opened other doors in 

the DeFi community to help out in other protocols. I have branched off to be a discord administrator, with a focus on bots and 

keeping the community safe from scams, DM's, etc. I have been full time crypto for over a year and love it! The freedom that this 

has given me has been truly life changing. I feel like a better man, able to spend more time with my Daughter, and be less stressed. 

I have been able to connect with a lot of people in DeFi and build those networks to make the space a better and safer place to 

be. DeFi is about building and innovating so that we all can have a sustainable future. Let's raise a drink to Protocol X's continued 

success!

Wox - Graphics Design Specialist
Dad working from home, Graphic Designer, Marketing Strategist, Musician, Computer Builder, Moderator  and Crypto Addict. 

Always been a fan of technology. I developed interest in crypto since I started mining ETH almost 2 years ago, then I developed 

some skills in trading, and then I learned (The hard way) DeFi. This was when the first DAO launched. I have been in defi since and 

I'm here to make this space a better place for everyone, and being around the best teams in the space!  Also a very active person, 

trying to develop new skills in any needed situation. Leaving nothing behind, learning new technologies, bringing new ideas. I'm 

never satisfied with keeping it simple, always more & better.

Jared (Sallyczar91) - Advisor
I'm an Army veteran and current police officer. I have some background in programming. When I was in high school I programmed 

a couple of games, nothing crazy or intricate. I wanted to go to school for software engineering but joined the Army instead to 

help pay for schooling. While in the army I started a family and needed to make money when I got out so I ended up not going to 

school and got a job as a police officer. I am looking to get into solidity and be a full time developer in crypto. Crypto peaked my 

interest when I looked forward to the future of finance and noticed how versatile it can be for everybody around the world.

Adam (Adam P) - Lead Mod / Advisor
I purchased my first cryptocurrency in 2016 and eventually found the DeFi space. Since then I have personally invested in many 

projects and have often been an early investor following the progression. With my experience and first hand knowledge I joined 

community management teams and have developed people skills and helping anybody with just about any problem they have 

with cryptocurrency. In my personal life I am a qualified Motorsport Engineer and have a passion for fast cars!



Disclosures
-Cryptocurrency is extremely volatile and may experience significant swings in price up or down at any given 

moment. 

-ProtocolX and all staff included cannot guarantee your investment will always be positive, regardless of how 

hard we work to keep the price stable or up.

-Never invest more than you’re willing and able to lose. If you choose to leverage, please understand the major 

risks associated with that action and consult with a financial advisor. 

-Neither ProtocolX as an investment and/or any staff associated with are not responsible for any losses accrued 

by investors.

Graphic design by: Wox#0805 / woxcreativedesign@gmail.com
@Wox_Design
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